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THE BEST BOATS...Global

Hit the summer sails

Now's the time we start dreaming ofthe open
water. We've found just the right vessels, from
the sleekest yacht to the perfect pedalo.
Edited by Marie-Sophie Schwarzer
Illustrator Jesus Prudencio

Spending the summer
sailing on Lake Como,
cruising the Aegean or just
going on a canoe across a
cool lake is hard to beat
so we've rounded up our
favourite boats for the
sunny season. From the
perfect lake rower to Riva's
rivai, we give you a taste
of what should be on your
water-based wishlist.
Tue human desire to
cross bodies of water is
timeless and universal; the
oldest boat found dates
back t0 about 8oooBc
and was nothing more
than a hollowed pine tree.
We've come a long way
since then. From ferries to
sailboats and yachts, the
vessels that get us from A
to B, or simply out to sea,
are advancing every year.
Improved technology is
making boating safer and
cleaner, while the growing
awareness around climate
change is bringing the
electric revolution of the
car industry to the world of
boats. Of course, pedalos
have always run on clean
fuel _ the tireless pedalling

1.
The best boats
Hop on these rowers,
yachts and pedalos.

4.
Retail safari
A shopping spree in
Sydney's Potts Point.

2.
Hospitality
A tour of Vincent Van
Duysen's first hotel.

5.
Shopping
Everything you need
for your bike.

3.
Travel
W here to fly and check
in this season.

6.
Directory
Places to visit during
your next overlay.
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Electric engine range:

About 43km at 21 knots
eight: 1,650kg

7.50m

of legs in the warming
sunshine - but now those
gleaming yachts (and
you'll find an example or
two here) are proving to
be more environmentally
friendly too.
As more cities around
the globe are suffering
from overcrowding, the
best piace to flee for some
peace and quiet seems to
be the open sea. Perhaps
that's why the markets for
cruises and leisure boats
are thriving. W ho wouldn't 1710 Ascona de Luxe
want to escape to a tranquil Boesch
lake, river or ocean?
Switzerland
Ultimately, what boats
Headquartered on Lake Ziirich,
symbolise is liberty. They
Boesch has been making
take us to new frontiers,
wooden boats for nigh on 100
show us our world from a
years. Each model is made of
different perspective and
mahogany, pine or maple and
facilitate our adventures.
takes about 2,000 hours of
Hopping on a boat is
labour to complete.
"We have this saying in our
an escape - from the
company that if God thought
city, from the daily
fibreglass was superiòr to wood,
grind (hopefully not the
then fibreglass would grow in
police) - and it's where
nature," says Markus Boesch,
we'd choose to spend our
the latest family member to take
the helm. Our pick for cruising
summer holiday. Read on
along Lake Ziirich (or a water
to find out which yachts
skiing session) is the 710 Ascona
and dinghies make the
with its cream interior and
best companions for your
powerful single engine. - zs
escape this summer. _ (M) boesch.swiss

Top speed: 38 knots
Capacity: 5 passengers
Fuel capacity: 100 litres
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Rupert-R5
Rupert Marine

Sweden

Thomas Réinnberg had a
fascination with rigid inflatable
boats (ribs) so he decided to
set up Rupert Marine in 1996.
Over the years the Swedish
boat manufacturer has supplied
everyone from the national
police to rescue services and
private clients.
Each boat is built in its
factory in Àkersberga near
Stockholm; our pick is the
Ruperc-R5. At just over 5
metreS it s conveniently small
and surprisingly stable in
rough water, thanks to ics
fibreg!ru;s bui! and an inflntable
rubber tube. - MSS
rupertmarine.com
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